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Abstract 
In this paper, for benzenoids, the concepts of a n cut circuit and a V cut segment are 
proposed; and for Kekulean benzenoids a cut invariant d corresponding to a n cut circuit or 
a V cut segment is given. The quantity d has a close relation with Pauling bond orders of the cut 
edges. 
Keywords: Benzenoid; Kekule structure, n cut circuit; V cut segment; Cut invariant; Pauling 
bond order 
In this paper all the terms and definitions applied are in accord with those in Refs. 
[1,2,5,6,10,11,14]. 
Consider a Kekulean benzenoid (or one-factorable polyhex graph) B drawn in 
a plane such that some of its edges are vertical and all hexagons are regular. As some 
background, we quote the following results. 
(A) A peak is defined as a vertex lying diagonally above all its first neighbours and 
a valley is a vertex lying diagonally below its first neighbours. In every Kekule 
structure (or perfect matching structure) of B there exists a unique monotonously 
downward alternating path connecting a peak with a valley [4,12]. Such a path is 
called a conjugated P-V path or a perfect P-V path. This is true for all peaks and all 
valleys, and the pertinent perfect P-V paths are mutually disjoint. The set of the 
disjoint perfect P-V paths is called a perfect P-V path system. In other words, for 
a Kekule benzenoid there exists a one-to-one correspondence between its Kekuli 
structures and perfect P-V path systems. 
(B) The double bonds in a Kekule structure are identified first to diagonal edges in 
the corresponding perfect P-V path system and second also to the vertical edges not 
in the perfect P-V path system. The other edges are of single-bond type [4,12]. 
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(C) A network N is constructed from B as follows [12, 131: 
0) direct all the edges of B downwards (vertically or diagonally); 
(ii) add a source x and a directed edge from x to each peak of B; 
(iii) add a sink Y and a directed edge from each valley of B to Y. 
The flow along the directed edge qr (from 4 to r) isf(q, r), 
f (4, r) = 
i 
1 (for qr carrying flow), 
0 (for qr not carrying flow), 
(1) 
fk. 4 d cap(q, 4 d 1, (2) 
where cap(q, r) is the capacity (or the maximum flow from q to r) of the directed 
edge qr. 
For a perfect P-V system of B, all the edges belonging to the perfect P-V path 
system carry flow, but the other edges do not (i.e. the flow value of every edge in 
a perfect P-V path is 1; the flow value of the other edges is 0) [12,13]. 
Now, we give the definition of a triangle cut circuit (simply, a fL cut circuit) P,P,P3 
of B as follows: 
(i) the triangle P,P,P, is equilateral; 
(ii) among the three segments PIPz, PzP3 and P,P,, one is horizontal and at least 
one intersects with B; 
(iii) if PiPj(i,j = 1,2,3; i # j) intersects with B, then it passes through the centres of 
some edges of B. 
Deleting all the cut edges which are the edges in B intersecting with PIP,, P2P3 and 
P3P1, we obtain two subgraphs B1 and B2 of B. Each of B1 and B2 may be 
disconnected. 
If in a a cut circuit P1P2P3, the horizontal segment is at the bottom of the triangle, 
then the cut circuit is called an upright A cut circuit, otherwise an upset one. 
A broken segment P1P2P3 is called a V cut segment if: 
(i) LP1P2P3 = n/3; 
(ii) each of PIP2 and PzP3 is perpendicular to an edge on the contour of B, and 
each of PI and P3 is at the centre of an edge of the contour of B; 
(iii) there are only two intersections PI and P2 of the cut segment PIP2P, with the 
contour of B, i.e. deleting all the cut edges which are the edges intersecting with PIP2 
and P,P3, we obtain only two connected components B1 and B2 of B. 
For a V cut segment P1P2P3, if P2 is coincident with P, or P,, then the V cut 
segment degenerates into a straight line cut segment. 
Obviously, a horizontal g-cut segment proposed in [3] is the special case of a V cut 
segment, and a horizontal cut segment [9] is the special case of a straight line cut 
segment. 
For a A cut circuit or a V cut segment, denote the total number of the cut edges by 
t and the number of the vertical (diagonal) cut edges by t’(t”), respectively, 
t = t’ + t”. Furthermore, for a Kekule structure, denote the number of the cut edges, 
double-bond cut edges and single-bond cut edges intersecting with PiPj(i, j = 1,2,3; 
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i #j) by tk, dk and sk (k = 1,2,3; k # i; k #j), respectively. Obviously, d = dl + dz + 
dg, s = s1 + s2 + s3, t = s + d, where d is the number of the double-bond cut edges 
and s the number of single-bond cut edges. 
For a a cut circuit or a V cut segment, denote the number of peaks (valleys) in 
B which belongs to Bi by p(B I B,) (v(B I B,). According to the network flow theory 
[12,13] the total net outward flow F issuing from Bi (entering into B2) is as follows. 
F = P(BI BI) - u(BI Bl) = C f(q, 4 - 1 f(r, q) < 1 cap(q, r), 
qtB,,reB, qtBfl,.rtB, qeB,,reB, 
(3) 
whera,EB,.rsB* f(q, I) is the outward flow issuing from B, and CqtB,,rEB,f(r, q) is the 
inward flow entering into Bi. 
For an upright a cut circuit P,P,PJ, without loss of generality, assume that PIP2 is 
horizontal and B1 is the component within the triangle. According to (A)-(C) stated 
above, we have 
qER;FB_f(Y. 4 = ~3 = t3 - d3; 
I. 3 
c .fk> 4) = d, + 6. 
qtB,,rsB, 
Hencep(BIB,)-u(BIB,)=(t,-d,)-(d, +dJ=t,-d=t’-d,orOdd=t’+ 
c(B]B,) - p(B/B1) = v(B,) - p(B,), where v(B,) (p(B,)) is the number of valleys 
(peaks) in Bi. 
Similarly, for an upset A cut circuit, if B, is the component within the triangle, then 
0 d d = t’ - [u(B I B,) - p(B ( B,)] = - [u(B,) - p(B,)]. 
For a given A cut circuit (or a V cut segment), if a quantity is invariant not only 
under qn/3 (q = 1,2, . . . ) rotation transformations of B, but also under transforma- 
tions of Kekule structures of B, then it is called a cut invariant. Obviously, d is a cut 
invariant of B. 
The above result can be written as the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. For a A cut circuit or a V cut segment P1P2P3 of a Kekulban benzenoid B, 
the following results are true (as an example, see Fig. 1). 
(1) d is a cut invariant. 
(2) 0 d d = + Cu(B,) - p(B,)l = t’ + C@lB,) - p(BlB,)l, 
(3) If u(B,) - p(B,) = 0, or equivalently, + [p(B I B,) - u(B I B,)] = t’, then all the 
cut edges are fixed single-bond edges; if + [u(B,) - p(B,)] = t, or equivalently, 
f [u(B 1 B,) - p(B 1 B,)] = t”, then all the cut edges arefixed double-bond edges. 
With regard to the sign “ + ” in (4), ifBI lies on the horizontal segment or/and below 
the diagonal segment, then take the sign “ + “, otherwise take the sign “ - “. 
In fact, for a cut circuit, if B1 is the component within the triangle, then the signs 
“ + ” and “ - ” correspond to the case of upright D circuits and the case of upset 
circuits, respectively (see Fig. 1). 
For a V cut segment without a horizontal segment, t’ = 0 and t” = t. 







Fig. 1. A cut circuit and V cut segments. 
If in a LJ cut circuit, each of P1P2, P2P, and P3P1 does not intersect with the 
contour of B, then it is called an internal a cut circuit. We immediately have the 
following corollary. 
Corollary. For any internal A cut circuit of a KekulCan benzenoid B, the proportion of 
the number of the single-bond cut edges to that of the double-bond cut edges is 2: 1. 
Proof. For an internal A cut circuit of B, let B1 is the component within the triangle. 
d = f [u(B,) - p(B,)] = t’ = t/3. 0 
A benzenoid graph is a special case of a bipartite graph. The vertices of a benzenoid 
B can be coloured by two colours (say, black and white) so that adjacent vertices never 
have the same colour, and the peaks and the valleys are white and black, respectively. 
Denote by nWz(B ( B1) (nbz(B ( B,)) the number of white (black) vertices of degree two in 
B which belong to B1. 
Theorem 1’. For a A cut circuit or a V cut segment P1PZP3 of a Kekulban benzenoid B, 
the following results are true (see Fig. 1): 
(1) d is a cut invariant; 
(2) 0 d d = {t + Cn,AB I BI) - n,z(B I B1)1}/3, (5) 
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(3) If‘ + [IZ,~(B ( B,) - q,(B) B,)] = t, then all the cut edges arefixed single-bond 
edges; if + [n,,,(B) B,) - PZ,,,~(B 1 ,)] = 2t, then all the cut edges arefixed double-bond 
edges. 
Here the selection of signs “ + “, “ - ” is the same as that in Theorem 1. 
Proof. For a n cut circuit or a V cut segment of a Kekulean benzenoid, if for an 
orientation of B, PiPj (i #j; i, j = 1,2,3) is horizontal, according to Theorem 1, 
Odd=tk+[Z/‘L(BIB1)-p,(BIB,)] (k#j,k#i,i#j). 
k( = 1,2,3) corresponds to one of three orientations of B. 
0 d 3d = i {tk f [&(B 1 B,) - Pk(B 1 B,)]) = t + [&,,(B 1 B,) - 4v,(B I ml. 
k=l 
0 
In fact, the structure of a benzenoid molecule can be considered as a hybrid or 
resonance of its Kekule structures. We have the following theorem which gives the 
physical significance of the cut invariant d. 
Theorem 2. For a A cut circuit or a V cut segment of a Kekulean benzenoid B, 
equivalently, 
c pqr = d> (6’) 
qtB,,reBZ 
where pqr is Pauling bond order between the adjacent atoms q and r, (q E B1, r E Bz); p is 
the average Pauling bond order of the connecting atom pairs between B, and B2 
Proof. According to the definition of Pauling bond order pqr [S], 
~qr = K,rIK (7) 
where K is the number of Kekule structures of B, and K,, is the number of Kekule 
structures in which qr is taken as a double-bond edge. (7) can be considered as the 
possibility of finding a double bond between q and r in all possible Kekule structures 
of B. 
According to Theorems 1 and 2, for a A cut circuit or a V cut segment, among t cut 
edges, there are d double-bond edges, and d/t is the possibility of finding double-bond 
edges in all the t cut edges. It is nothing else but the average Pauling bond order of the 
t cut edges. Hence, we have 
According to Theorems 1 and 2, p can be determined easily. 
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Corollary. For every vertex Y of a Kekuli?an benzenoid B, 
1 pqr = 1, equivalently 1 K,, = K. 
4 4 
(8) 
Proof. Draw a A cut circuit which encloses only one vertex r 
According to (6’) and considering d = 1, (8) holds. An example is shown in 
Fig. 2. 0 
For a given A cut circuit or a V cut segment, the cut invariant d ( = p = 
c qel,,rel, p,,) is the summation of bond orders of connecting atom pairs between the 
two components B1 and B2 produced by deleting all the cut edges from B. In other 
words, it can be regarded as the description of security of connection of the valence 
bonds between the two components (or two clusters) B1 and B2. 
According to Theorem 1, we can easily calculate the cut invariant d and discuss 
many problems about the connection situation of components (or clusters) in 
a KekulCan benzenoid compound. 
By using Theorem 2 and its corollary, for calculating Pauling bond orders, the 
number of the independent bond orders can be decreased considerably. 
Denote the number of hexagons, edges, and vertices of a Kekul&an benzenoid B by 
h,n, and n,, respectively. We immediately have following theorem. 
Theorem 3. To calculate Pauling bond orders of the edges in a Kekulban benzenoid 
B, condition (6) (or (6’) and (8)) reduces the number of independent pqr)s (or Kq:s) 
to h. 




Fig. 2. K,,‘s. 
Considering that for n, vertices there are n, - 1 formulas, 
c Pqr = 
r 
1 orxK,,=K (q = 1,2, . . . ,n, - 1). 
r 
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Hence the number of the independent pqr’s (or Kqr’s) is 
n = n, - (n, - 1) = h. 0 
According to this theorem, for each hexagon of B, we only need to calculate one 
independent bond order (say, the bond order of the right edge in each hexagon shown 
in Fig. 3). The other pqr’s can be easily obtained by (8). 
The symmetry property of a benzenoid can be used to simplify the calculation of 
Pauling bond orders. For example, consider a pyrene molecule with DZh symmetry 
(see Fig. 4). According to the symmetry property and condition (8), on the top of Fig. 
4(a), the two Pauling bond orders are x and 1 - x, respectively, and 1 - x = x. Hence 
x = l/2. Fig. 4(b) shows that according to the D2,, symmetry and (8), only one pqr 
( = y) is independent. From (7), y = l/6. 
In fact, Theorem 1 (1’) can be generalized. 
Now, we give the definition of rc/3 angular polygon cut circuit (and a x/3 angular 
broken-line cut segment) of a benzenoid B as follows: 
(i) the internal angle of the polygon (or the broken angle of the broken-line) is 
either rc/3 or 57c/3 (see Fig. 5); 
(ii) each edge of the polygon (or each straight segment of the broken-line) is 
perpendicular to an edge of B; 
(iii) there is at least one edge of the polygon (or one straight segment of the 
broken-line) intersecting with B; if an edge of the polygon (or a straight segment of the 
broken line) intersects with II, then it passes through the centres of some edges of B; 
(iv) all the edges in B intersecting with the polygon cut circuit (or the broken-line 
segment) are called cut edges and their removal would disconnect B and change it into 
two components B1 and B2. Each of B1 and B2 may be disconnected. 
Fig. 3. h independent p,,,‘s. 
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Fig. 4. Symmetry of pyrene. 
Fig. 5. A rr/3 angular polygon cut circuit and a x/3 angular broken-line cut segment. 
Obviously, a A cut circuit (V cut segment) is a particular case of a 7c/3 angular 
polygon cut circuit (x/3 angular broken-line cut segment). 
Theorem 4. In a Kekulean benzenoid B, for a 743 angular polygon cut circuit (or a n/3 
angular broken-line cut segment), the following results are true: 
(1) d is a cut invariant. 
(2) 0 d d = + Cu(B,) - P(B,)I = t’ + EO I B,) - P@ I &)I 
= {t + Cm@ I Bd - n,,(B I B1)1}/3 
= ,.F,,, pqr = 
1 (KqrIK) = tP. 
qoB,,rsB, 
(3) If v(B,) - p(B,) = 0, equivalently, f [p(B ) B,) - u(B I B,)] = t’, or + [nWz (B 1 B,) 
- nb2(BI B,)] = t, then all the cut edges are fixed single-bond edges; tf 
f [v(B,) - p(B,)] = t, equivalently, f [v(B ( B,) - p(B 1 B,)] = t”, or f [n,z(B I B,) 
- nW2(B) B,) = 2t, then all the cut edges are fixed double-bond edges, where the 
significance of all the quantities and the selection of signs “ + “, “ - ” are the same as 
those in Theorem 1. 
The proof of Theorem 4 is similar to that of Theorem 1. For a KekulC structure of B, 
denote by t’(t”), d’(d”), s’(s”) the number of vertical (diagonal) cut edges, the number 
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of vertical (diagonal) double-bond cut edges, the number of vertical (diagonal) single- 
bond cut edges, respectively. 
t’ = d’ + s‘, t” = d” + s”; t = t’ + t”, d = d’ + d”, s = s’ + s”, 
where t,d, s are number of cut edges, the number of double-bond cut edges, the 
number of single-bond cut edges, respectively. 
Let B, be the component which lies on the horizontal segments or/and below the 
diagonal segments of the 43 angular polygon cut circuit (or the n/3 broken-line cut 
segment). 
The total net outward flow F issuing from B1 is as follows. 
F = ,,,;,B f(q> r) - qss;SB f(r, 4) = P(B I BI) - 0 I B,) = s’ - d” = r’ - d. 
9 i I 2 
Hence d = t’ + [v(B 1 B,) - p(B) B,)] = r;(B,) - &I?,). 
In [3] Fuji et al. proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 5. A benzenoid B is Kekulhan if, and only $ 
(1) p(B) = v(B); 
(2) ,for each of its six possible positions, and for all possible horizontal g-cut segment, 
+ [p(B 1 B,) - v (B I B,)] 6 t’, where the selection of sign “ + “, “ - ” is the same as 
that in Theorem 1. 
For V cut segments, we have an analogous result as follows whose proof is similar 
to that of Theorem 5. 
Theorem 6. A benzenoid B is Kekulban if, and only i$ 
(1) P(B) = v(B); 
(2) for each I/ cut segment, 0 < d = i [v(B,) - p(B,)], equivalently, 
0 d d = t’ + [v(B I B,) - p(B I B,)], or 0 G d = {t + [In,,@ I Bd - n,,(BI &)1)/3, 
where the selection of signs “ + “, “ - ” is the same as that in Theorem 1. 
This theorem is more convenient to be used than Theorem 5. In fact, it saves us not 
only the labour of rotating graphs but also the unnecessary repeated consideration 
associated with a same V cut segment (in Theorem 5, for six different orientations of 
a graph, a given V cut segment is considered four times). 
Discussion 
(1) In [7] Klein et al. investigated bipartite graphs, They divided a bipartite graph 
G(I/, E) into successive cells Gr, GZ, . . , G, along a long direction. The divisions 
between cells do not hit any vertices of G. Edges between vertices are only to occur 
within a cell or between immediately adjacent cells. In this paper, our cut circuit and 
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cut segments are compatible with the divisions here. The vertices of a bipartite graph 
G are partitioned into two subsets, a black vertex set of G, V,(G), and a white vertex 
set of G, V,(G), such that every edge of G connects a vertex in V,(G) to a vertex in 
V,(G). 
Let V,(Gi) = Vb(G)nV(GJ, V,(Gi) = V,(G)nV(Gi)(i = 1,2, . . . ,m),Foravalence 
bond structure (Kekule structure) C of G, C can be referred to a set of double-bond 
edges. 
Denote by lS&+,(C)I (1 Si,+i(C)l) the number of edges in SiTi+i (Siri+,). 
Klein et al. called the quantity Qi,i+i(C) ( = ISiTj+l(C)l - ISiTi+,(C)l) the reson- 
ance quantum number of cell i. In the same paper they proved the following result. 
For any valence bond (VB) structure of C of a bipartite graph G, 
where~i=n,(G)-- n,(Gi)(i= 1,2, . . . ,m;Qo.l(C)=Qm,,+l(C)=O),nw(Gi)(nb(Gi)) 
is the number of vertices in V,(Gi) (V,(Gi)). 
In fact, this result is a very generalized and all-embracing. Even Theorems 1 and 
4 can be also regarded as its special cases. But in this paper we put emphasis to the 
physical chemistry background and the application. 
In Klein’s result, let G be a benzenoid graph (polyhex graph) B. G1 and G2 are the 
same as B1 and Bz in Theorem 4, respectively. Then Q1,*(C) ( = A,) is a cut invariant, 
AI = n,(h) - n,PJ = P(&) - v(&) = 
L%%CN = 4 
_ ,s- (c), = _ d 
I,2 2 
where the selection of sign “ + “, “ - ” is the same as that in Theorem 4. This 
conclusion is coincident with Theorem 1 in this paper. 
(2) The results in this paper can be generalized into the case of any polygon cut 
circuit (or broken-line cut segment) of a benzenoid B whose broken angles may be 7r/3, 
2~/3,47r/3, 57rj3. The definitions of the quantities t, t’, t”, d, d’, d”, s, s’, s” are the same as 
those for rc/3 angular polygon cut circuits (or 71/3 angular broken-line cut segment): 
Q1,2(C) = AI = &.@I) - nb@l) = P@I) -v(&) = 1%2(‘3t - 1s,,(c)l, 
d = d’ + d”, where d’(d”) is the number of vertical (diagonal) double-bond cut edges: 
d’ = d; + d’, d” = d; + d”, 
IS&(C)1 = d: + d’;, IS,,(C)l = d’ + d”, 
where d’+ (d?) is the number of vertical (diagonal) cut edges belonging to S:,,(C); and 
dL (d”) that of vertical (diagonal) cut edges belonging to SC. Z(C). 
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Thus, the cut invariant Q1,Z(C) = dI = (d; + d:) -(dL + d”). According to 
flow conservation, we can also prove this result easily. Consider the net outward flow 
F issuing from III: 
F = (d; - d!!) + (L - s’+) = p(B 1 B,) - u(B 1 B,), (9) 
where d’;(dE) is the flow issuing from (entering to) B1 and passing through the 
diagonal double-bond cut edges; and sI(s;) is the flow issuing from (entering to) 
Br and passing through the vertical single-bond cut edges. 
Put 
t; = s; + d:, t’ = s’ + dl 
From (9), 
(d’; + d’,) - (d” + d’) = (t’- + p(B (B,)) - (t; + @I B,)) 
= Pm) - Ml) = ~,(~I) - %(&). 
The physical significance of the quantity (d; + di, ) - (d!! + d’) is expounded 
easily. 
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